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1. INTRODUCTION 
A useful method in the study of an Abelian group is consideration of its 
completions with respect to various popular topologies, e.g., p-adic topologies. 
A flaw in this method is that it is not always applicable; a group may fail to 
be Hausdorff and thus have no completion. In this paper we define the 
“completion” of a group G (more generally, of a module over a Dedekind 
ring R) as Ext(Q/R, G), and we observe that this construction has properties 
reminiscent of metric completions. These results are really folklore, based 
on results of Harrison [j’] and Nunke [9] (see also Matlis [S]), and are 
compiled in Section 2. In the next section, axioms are given for the module 
Ext(Q/R, G) and for the functor Ext(Q/R, ). Section 4 makes the topological 
analogy precise by furnishing modules with a topology (in which, unfor- 
tunately, addition need not be jointly continuous, but which is TX if and 
only if the module is reduced). The “completions” defined algebraically as 
Ext’s are exactly those modules which are complete in the sense that they are 
closed whenever they are imbedded as submodules. The next section gives 
some applications to groups. The final section shows that if one completes 
the underlying R-module of an R-algebra (where R is Dedekind), the 
resulting completion is an R-algebra. For a large class of algebras, the 
completion is faithfully flat. 
2. FOLKLORE 
Notation. I f  R is a Dedekind ring, Q shall denote its quotient field, and 
K = Q/R. I f  A is an R-module, let A* denote Extk(K, A) = Ext(K, A). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. * is a covariant right exact fun&or on the category of 
R-modules that preserves direct products and annihilates divisible modules. 
* Supported by the National Science Foundation through grant GP-7029. 
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Proof. These are the first properties of Ext,(R, ) when R is Dedekind. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If  A = D @ B, where D is divisible and B is reduced, 
then A* z B*. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If  A is reduced, then A CA* and A*lA is torsion-free 
divisible. 
Proof. Exactness of 0 -+ R + Q + K -+ 0 gives exactness of 
0 -+ Hom(R, A) -+ Ext(K, A) ---f Ext(Q, A) + 0, 
and the last module is torsion-free divisible since Q is. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If  A is reduced, then A is a pure submodule of A* with 
tA = t(A*).l 
Recall that a module C is cotorsion if it is reduced [i.e., Hom(Q, C) = 0] 
and Ext(Q, C) = 0. It follows that Ext(F, C) = 0 for every torsion-freeF, 
so that every short exact sequence starting with C and ending with a torsion- 
free module splits. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. A* is cotorsion for every A. 
Proof. See [3] or [9]; this is essentially the associativity law for ExtR . 
COROLLARY 2.6. If  A is reduced, then A s A* if and only if A is cotorsion. 
Proof. Necessity is Proposition 2.5; for sufficiency, apply Hom( , A) to 
O+R+Q+K+O. 
COROLLARY 2.7. A* :g A** for every A. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A and G be reduced, and let f : A + G; there is 
a unique extension f  * : A* - G*. 
Proof. Exactness of 0 -+ A i A* + A*/A --+ 0 gives exactness of 
0 = Hom(A*/A, G*) -+ Hom(A*, G*) < Hom(A, G*) + Ext(A*/A, G*) =O. 
An extension exists because i# is epic, and it is unique because i# is manic. 
PROPOSITION. 2.9. If  A is torsion-free, then A* E Hom(K, K @ A). 
* The torsion submodule of a module G is denoted tG. 
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Proof. Since A is torsion-free, the sequence 
O-+R@A-tQ@A-+K@A+O 
is exact; now apply Hom(K, ). 
DEFINITION. The Prtifer topology on an R-module A is the linear topology 
in which neighborhoods of 0 are the submodules IA, where I is a nonzero 
ideal of R. 
If  r),+$A = 0, then A is Hausdorff and has a completion A .^ It is well- 
known [9] that A is algebraically compact, hence cotorsion. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If  A is a reduced torsion-free module, then A  ^ ‘2 A*. 
In particular, A* is torsion-free. 
Proof. There is an exact sequence 
O--+-4-A--D-O 
where D is torsion-free divisible (were A not torsion-free, D would be 
divisible, but it might not be torsion-free). Applying Hom(K, ) gives 
exactness of 
0 = Hom(K, D) --f A* -+ (A)* -+ 0. 
Since A is cotorsion, we have (A^)* z A, by Corollary 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.11. R* s n, I& , where R’, is the p-adic completion of R 
localized at the prime ideal p. The isomorphism is a ring isomorphism. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.9, R* is Hom(K, K) and so has a natural ring 
structure. By Proposition 2.10, R* s R, and R also has a ring structure. 
These rings are isomorphic, and we use either to define a ring structure on R*. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Every cotorsion module A is an R*-module. 
Proof. I f  a E A, there is a map f  : R -+ A with.f(l) = a. By Proposition 2.8, 
f  extends uniquely to f  * : R* --f A* = A, and f  * defines scalar 
multiplication on a. 
COROLLARY 2.13. A reduced module A is cotorsion if and only if it is an 
image of a direct product of copies of R*. 
Proof. Suppose P --f A -+ 0 is exact, where P is a product of copies of R*. 
Now P is cotorsion, so that Ext(Q, P) ---f Ext(Q, A) ---f 0 gives A cotorsion, 
since we are assuming that A is reduced. 
Suppose, conversely, that A is cotorsion. Let F + A -+ 0 be exact, where 
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F is free. Then Ext(K, F) + Ext(K, A) -+ 0 is exact. Now Ext(K, A) z A, 
since A is cotorsion, and Ext(K, F) s Hom(K, K OF), by Proposition 2.9. 
But K @FE Cn KC nIu K, and, by injectivity, K @F is a summand 
of n K. Therefore Hom(K, K OF) is a summand of Hom(K, 17 K) = 
n Hom(K, K) = I-I R*. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. (Harrison). For any A, A* s (tA)* @ (A/tA)*; 
furthermore, (tA)* is,fully invariant in A*. 
Proof. Exactness of 0 ---f tA + A -+ AItA -+ 0 gives exactness of 
0 = Hom(K, A/tA) + (tA)* -+ A* ---f (A/t,4)* + 0. 
By Proposition 2.10, (A/tA)* is torsion-free, so that the cotorsion property 
of (tA)* shows the sequence splits. 
Suppose f  : A * -+ A*. Since tA = t(A*) [we may assume A is reduced], 
we have f : tA -+ tA and so f  induces a map f  on A*/tA. Now f  takes the 
divisible part of A*/tA into itself, which means that f  takes (tA)* into itself. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. (Harrison). Let A and B be reduced. Then A* z B* 
if and only if tA z tB and Hom(K, K @ A) s Hom(K, K @ B). 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.4 that if TI and T, are reduced torsion, 
then TI ;s T, if and only if TT .e T$ . This, together with Propositions 2.14 
and 2.9, gives the result once we make the elementary observation that 
K @ A e K @ (A/tA) for any A. 
3. AXIOMS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be a reduced module, and let T(A) be a module 
such that: 
(i) T(A) is cotorsion; 
(ii) there is an exact sequence 0 -+ A --+ T(A) --f C -+ 0, 
where C is torsion-free divisible. 
Then T(A) g A*. 
Proof. Applying Hom(K, ) to the sequence in (ii) gives 
Hom(K, C) -+ A* --f T(A)* + Ext(K, C). 
Since C is torsion-free, the Horn is 0; since C is divisible, the Ext is 0. 
Hence A* s T(A)*. Since T(A) is cotorsion, we have T(A)* G T(A), 
by Corollary 2.6. 
The following artificial examples show that all the algebraic conditions 
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are needed. Let A = Cim_i u(p”), where u(p”) denotes the cyclic group 
of order pi. Define T,(A) = A* @Q, T,(A) = A* @ (p-adic integers), and 
T,(A) = A, the p-adic completion. Each T,(A) satisfies every condition 
but one: T,(A) is not reduced; T,(A)/A is not divisible; T,(A)/A is not 
torsion-free. 
We include a brief proof of the following well-known result (see [7], p. 54). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be a covariant functor on the category of R-modules 
that is left exact and preserves (in.nite) direct products; then T preserves inverse 
limits. 
Proof. Let (Ao ; ~~a) be an inverse system where, for 01 < fi, vaa : A, --f A,. 
I f  OL < /3, define A,,, = A, ; define 7 : l-I0 A, -+ naGB A,,, by x + 
((p, - ~,~ps)x), where p, is the orth projection. Then limA, = ker T. 
Since T preserves products and kernels, T preserves inverse limits. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let T be a functor on the category of R-modules, 
R Dedekind, such that: 
(i) T is covariant, half exact, and preserves direct products; 
(ii) T annihilates divisible modules; 
(iii) T(A) is reduced for all free A; 
(iv) if A is cyclic, there is an exact sequence 
O--+A% T(A)+C+O, 
where C is torsion-free. 
Then T and Ext(K, ) are naturally equivalent. 
Proof. I f  S,T is the first left satellite of T, then S,T is covariant, left 
exact ([I], p. 37), and preserves direct products ([I], p. 98). By Lemma 3.2, 
SIT preserves inverse limits. It follows from a theorem of Watts [I.?] that 
SIT is naturally equivalent to Hom(B, ) for some module B. Since T 
annihilates divisible modules, ([I], p. 104, Ex. 2) gives T = SISIT = 
Sr Hom(B, ) = Ext(B, ). It remains to show that we may assume B g K. 
For any A, there is an exact sequence 
Hom(tB, A) -+ Ext(B/tB, A) - Ext(B, -4) -+ Ext(tB, A) -+ 0. 
If  we choose A free, then the Horn is 0; also, the first Ext is divisible (since 
B/tB is torsion-free). By (iii), Ext(B/tB, A) = 0 for every free module A. 
It follows that B/tB is projective, so that B g tB @ projective. We may 
therefore assume that B is torsion. 
If  B is not divisible, it has a torsion cyclic summand of order (r), say. 
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It follows that Ext(B, 2) also has a cyclic summand of order (r); this contra- 
dicts (iv), since any extension of one torsion-free module by another is also 
torsion-free. 
Since B is torsion divisible, it is a direct sum of pw modules. If  there are 
OL copies of pm in B, then Ext(B, u(p)) s na u(p). Consider the map 
p : u(p) -+ Ext(B, u(p)) given in (iv) of the hypothesis; if 01 = 0, then v  
is not an imbedding; if 01 > 1, then coker v  is not torsion-free. Therefore B 
has precisely one pm summand for each p, i.e., B z K. 
4. THE REDUCED TOPOLOGY 
LEMMA 4.1. If  {S,} is a family of submodules of G, then an intersection of 
cosets na (xa + S,) is either empty or a coset of n S, . 
Proof. I f  y  E flu (x~ + S,), then the intersection is y  + n S, . 
LEMMA 4.2. (B. H. Neumann). (i) I f  a group H is the set-theoric union 
of fkitely many cosets 
II = (~1 + s,) u .*- u (xn + sn), 
then one of the subgroups Si has Jinite index in H. 
(ii) Furthermore, the equality still holds if we delete all of those cosets 
corresponding to subgroups of injkite index. 
Proof. See [8]. 
DEFINITION. For a module G, let 9’ = Y(G) denote the family of all 
submodules S of G with G/S reduced. The reduced topology on G is the least 
topology in which every coset x + S is closed, where S E Y. 
LEMMA 4.3. If  G has the reduced topology, then an arbitrary nonempty 
closed set is a$nite union of cosets of submodules in 9. Moreover, a submodule H 
of G is closed if and only if H E 9, i.e., G/H is reduced. 
Proof. Let us first record two properties of Y : 
(i) if S, is in 9, where LX lies in some possibly infinite index set, then 
nsaEe 
(ii) if G 3 HI) S, where S E Y and H/S is finite, then HE 9. 
To prove (i), observe that G/n S, is imbedded in the reduced module 
n, (G/S,). To prove (ii), observe that there is an exact sequence 
0 = Hom(Q, G/S) -+ Hom(Q, G/H) -* Ext(Q, H/S) = 0. 
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That we have described all closed sets accurately follows from (i) and 
Lemma 4.1. Finally, that every closed submodule lies in Y follows from 
Lemma 4.2 and (ii). Observe that in applying Lemma 4.2, we forget the 
module structure on G; we treat G as a group and the submodules Si as 
subgroups. 
It is obvious that translations of G are homeomorphisms, so that G is 
homogeneous in the reduced topology. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let G and H have the reduced topology; then every homo- 
morphism f : G ---f H is continuous. 
Proof. Let T be a closed submodule of H. If  S = f -l(T), then 
G/S=f(W(S) =f(G)lf(G)n T:z (f(G) + T)/TCH/T, 
so that G/S is reduced. Hence S is closed and f is continuous. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let H be a submodule of G; the reduced topology on H is$ner 
(i.e., has more open sets) than the relative topology on H from the reduced 
topology on G. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if S is a closed submodule of G, then 
H n S is closed in H, i.e., H/S n H is reduced. But H/S n Hz (H + S)/S 
C G/S, which is reduced since S is closed in G. 
In general, the two topologies available for a submodule are distinct; 
for example, every module can be imbedded in a divisible module (and the 
latter has the trivial topology). 
DEFINITION. A module G is complete if it is reduced, and it is closed 
whenever it is imbedded as a submodule of a reduced module. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. A module G is complete if and only if it is cotorsion. 
Proof. Since G is reduced, it can be imbedded in G*, and it is closed 
therein, since G is complete. Therefore, G*/G is reduced. But G*/G is 
always divisible. Hence G = G* and G is cotorsion. 
Suppose G is cotorsion and 0 - G + B + C -+ 0 is exact, where B is 
reduced; we must show C is reduced. This follows from the exact sequence 
0 = Horn@, B) + Horn@, C) + Ext(Q, G) = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.7. A cotorsion module H imbedded as a submodule of a 
module G is always a subspace, i.e., the reduced topology on H coincides with 
the relative topology from G. 
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COROLLARY 4.8. Let {C,} be a family of cotorsion submodules of u reduced 
module G; then n C, is cotorsion. 
Proof. After imbedding G in G*, the C, remain closed. But any inter- 
section of closed sets is closed, and a closed submodule of a complete module 
is complete. 
Let us investigate the reduced topology further. 
LEMMA 4.9. A submodule H of G is dense af and only if G/H is divisible. 
Proof. Let G/H = D/H @ R/H, where D/H is divisible and R/H is 
reduced. Then G/D s (G/H)/(D/H) s R/H is reduced, so that D is closed 
in G. But D 3 H and H is dense in G. Therefore D = G and G/H = D/H 
is divisible. 
Conversely, if G 3 L 3 H, then G/L s (G/H)/(L/H) is divisible, so that 
L f  G implies L not closed; therefore H is dense in G. 
COROLLARY 4.10. If H C G, the closure of H is D, where D/H = d(G/H), 
the maximal divisible submodule of G/H. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let G be reduced, 01 E G*. I f  S, ,..., S, are closed 
submodules of G*, /I1 ,..., ,& E G* with 01 - pi $ Si for all i, then there is an 
xEGwithx-/Ii$Siforalli. 
Proof. G* - ubi (pi + Si) is a neighborhood of (II. Since G is dense in G* 
(G*/G is divisible), G meets every open set. 
This corollary gives an “opposite” of the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
when applied to G = Z and Si = J&pn~,i Z, . 
For a module G, let Gr = fin nG; if 01 is an ordinal, a: = ,6 + 1, define 
G, = (GA, ; if (II is a limit ordinal, define G, = nB<ol G, . I f  Gr = 0, one 
says G has no infinite height. 
Call a submodule H of G chaste if H n G, = H, for all ordinals 01. 
Observe that H chaste in G implies dH = H n dG; also, SC H C G, 
H chaste in G implies H/S chaste in G/S. Finally, if G/H is torsion-free, 
then H is chaste in G. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. If  H is chaste in G, then H is a subspace of G (see 
Corollary 4.7). 
Proof. Let S be a closed submodule of H, and let D be the closure of S in G. 
We claim that S = D n H. Since H is chaste in G, H/S is chaste in G/S, 
and so d(H/S) = H/S n d(G/S). But d(G/S) = D/S and d(H/S) = 0, 
because S is closed in H. Therefore D n H C S. The reverse inclusion is 
trivial. 
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COROLLARY 4.13. If G is reduced, then G is a subspace of G*. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. The reduced topology on G is finer than the Prtifer 
topology. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that if a submodule S of G is closed in the 
Priifer topology, then it is closed in the reduced topology. But S is Priifer- 
closed if and only if G/S has no infinite height2 and so it is certainly reduced. 
DEFINITION. The finite index topology on G is the topology having a basis 
of open sets consisting of all cosets of submodules of G that have finite index. 
Observe that G is a topological group in the finite index topology, and 
that the reduced topology is finer than the finite index topology; indeed, 
the Priifer topology is finer than the finite index topology. 
The equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) in the next proposition is due 
to A. L. S. Corner. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. The following are equivalent for a reduced module G: 
(a) G is a topological group in the reduced topology; 
(b) the reduced topology coincides with the finite-index topology; 
(c) every reduced image of G is T2 in the reduced topology. 
Proof. (a) a (b). First of all, we show that G is T, in the finite-index 
topology. Since G is T2 in the reduced topology, given x f  y  E G, there 
are disjoint reduced-open sets U and V with x E U and y  E V. Now 
U = G - ur=i (ai + Si) and V = G - Uj”= i (bj + Tj). Taking comple- 
ments, G = Ui (ai + SJ U Uj (bj + Tj). By Lemma 4.2 (ii), we may delete 
all those cosets (if any) belonging to submodules of infinite index. If  U’ and 
V’ are the complements of the unions of the remaining cosets, then U C U’, 
V C V’, u’ n V’ = 4, and U’ and V’ are open in the finite-index topology. 
To show that the topologies on G coincide, it suffices to show that if G/S 
is reduced, then S is closed in the finite-index topology. Now the reduced 
topology on G/S is finer than the quotient topology: if A/S is quotient-closed, 
then A is reduced-closed in G, i.e., G/A is reduced. But (G/S)/(A/S) z G/A, 
so that A/S is reduced-closed in G/S. Therefore, if G/S is T2 in the quotient 
topology, it is T, in the reduced topology. Here G/S is a T,-topological 
group in the quotient topology, since G is such and S is closed. Hence G/S 
is T, in the reduced topology and, by our first remarks, is T, in the finite- 
index topology. In particular, points are closed in G/S in all topologies. 
If  bar denotes coset mod S, we have G - 0 = Ua (%a + B,), where G/& 
2 This is the fact that motivates the definition of the reduced topology. 
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is finite. This equation lifts to G - S = U. (x~ + B, + S). Since B, + S 
has finite index, G - S is open in the finite-index topology. 
(b) * (c) If  G/S is reduced, then S is closed in the reduced topology, 
hence is closed in the finite-index topology. But the quotient topology on G/S 
is easily seen to be the finite-index topology, so that G/S is a Ti topological 
group, hence T, in this topology. Since the reduced topology is finer than 
the finite-index topology, G/S is T2 in the reduced topology. 
(c) * (a). It suffices to prove that if S is closed in G, then p-l(S) is 







G/S x G/S A G/S, 
where 7 is subtraction, VT is the natural map, and r = rr x rr. Note that rr, 
hence 7, is continuous. Now 
p-l(S) = p-%r-l(0) = T-y(o) = @(A), 
where A is the diagonal in G/S x G/S. Since G/S is T, , A is closed and so 
~-l(d) = p-l(S) is closed. 
Remark. There exist principal ideal domains R for which no nonzero 
module G is a topological group in the reduced topology. For example, if 
R = Q[x], where Q is th e rationals, then every R-module is Z-divisible and 
hence has no submodules of finite index. 
COROLLARY 4.16. If G is a free Abelian group of injnite rank, then G in 
the reduced topology is Tl but G is not a topological group. 
Proof. It suffices to find a reduced image H of G that is not T, . Let H 
be a countable reduced p-primary group with p”H f  0. Now H is Tl , so if 
x EP~H, x f  0, there is a neighborhood V of 0 with x $ V. Suppose His T, . 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) implies that V can be chosen to be a subgroup 
of finite index, say, pm. Therefore, x E pmH C V, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.17. If G is reduced, then every direct summand qf G is a subspace. 
Proof. I f  G = A @ B and A/S is reduced, then G/S = A/S @ B is also 
reduced, and so S is closed in G. 
LEMMA 4.18. Suppose G is either torsion-free of finite rank or torsion with 
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each primary component of bounded order; then the reduced topology coincides 
with the Prtifer topology. 
Proof. In either case, every reduced quotient of G has no infinite height, 
and so the result follows from Proposition 4.14. 
PROPOSITION 4.19. G is discrete if and only if it is of bounded order. 
Proof. I f  G is of bounded order, it is discrete in the Priifer topology, hence 
is discrete in the reduced topology, by Proposition 4.14. 
Since G is discrete, every submodule is closed, so that G has no divisible 
quotients. In particular, G is reduced. By Proposition 4.12, tG is a subspace, 
so it is discrete, and it too has no divisible quotients. Consideration of its 
basic submodules shows that each primary component of tG is of bounded 
order, so that Lemma 4.18 shows that the reduced topology on tG is the 
Prtifer topology. Therefore, tG is of bounded order, for these are the only 
Prufer-discrete modules. 
Now G = tG @ A, where A is torsion-free discrete, by Lemma 4.17. 
If  A has finite rank, Lemma 4.18 shows that A cannot be discrete unless it is 0. 
I f  A has infinite rank, then it has a divisible quotient, and so it is not discrete 
in this case either. Therefore A = 0 and G = tG is of bounded order. 
There are several questions about the reduced topology I have been 
unable to answer. It is true that a module is complete if and only if it is a G, 
whenever it is imbedded in a reduced module ? If G is T, , is G a topological 
group ? Which TI spaces are the underlying spaces of modules in the reduced 
topology ? Clearly such spaces must be homogeneous and totally disconnected. 
Is there a topological explanation why a cotorsion submodule is a retract 
when the cokernel is torsion-free ? 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Megibben [6] has shown how to use Ext(K, ) to classify countable groups 
of torsion-free rank 1; moreover, his proof of the corresponding existence 
theorem for such groups is considerably shorter than those of similar theorems 
in [II], [12]. The main reason for the improved proof is that, rather than 
having to construct ab initio by generators and relations, Megibben works 
within a completion already given. We give a new proof in the present spirit 
of a result implicit in [6]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (Megibben). Let G be a reduced torsion module. Then every 
nonsplit module A of torsion-free rank 1 having tA = G can be imbedded in G*. 
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Proof. There is an exact sequence 0 + G --+ A + F + 0, where F is 
torsion-free of rank 1, i.e., there is an exact sequence 0 + F I Q. Hence 
Ext(Q, G) % Ext(F, G) + 0 is exact. Now i* epic gives a commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
O-G -A--F-O 
4 fl 4 
O-G- B-Q+0 
(this just says that i* takes the bottom row into the top row). By the j-lemma, 
f is manic. 
The split extension is the zero element of Ext; since i* is a homomorphism 
and the top row is not split, the bottom row is not split. It follows that B is 
reduced, so that B C B*. But Proposition 2.14 gives B* s G*, so that 
A C B C B* E G*, as desired. 
A module is called adjusted if it has no torsion-free summands.3 It seems 
plausible that every adjusted A with tA = G can be imbedded in G*. 
The proof above does not work, for if rankF > 1 (so that Q is replaced by 
Q OF), the fact that the bottom row is not split is not enough to guarantee 
that B be reduced. 
Recall that the p-length of a reduced p-primary module A is the least 
ordinal p with puA = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G be a countably-generated reduced p-primary 
module of in$nite p-length p. Then PUG* f  0. In particular, G* has elements 
of infinite p-height and so is not Hausdorff in the p-adic topology. 
Proof. The existence theorems in [6], [22] show that there are modules A 
of torsion-free rank 1 and with tA = G that have p-length p + w. By 
Proposition 5.1, such modules are imbedded in G*. Our result follows, for 
submodules are never longer than modules containing them. 
DEFINITION. ([#I, [lo]). An extension 
[:O+G-+A+T+O 
is y-pzlre if the class of 6 lies in par Ext( T, G). 
It is proved in [4] that if 5 is pa-pure, then, for all /3 < 01, pflA n G = pBG 
(the converse is false, as an example of Nunke in [4] shows; we shall give 
a simpler example, but the idea is the same). 
s The torsion submodule is not a summand. 
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COROLLARY 5.3. If  G is a countably-generated reduced p-primary module 
of infkite length CL, then there exist nonsplit poi-pure extensions 
for all CL < TV + w. In particular, there are always nonsplit pure exact sequences 
of this form. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 5.2, once we observe that 
Ext(o(p”O), G) 2 Ext(K, G). 
It follows that Ext does not commute with inverse limits (here the limit 
is a nested intersection). Here is the simplest example we know of this. Let 
G = C,“=i u(p”). Then &p-G = 0, i.e., 1imp”G = 0, where the maps of 
the inverse system are determined by thg inclusions jn : p”G + pn-lG. 
If  one applies Horn@, ) to 
0 -+p”G +-lG -+pn-1GlpnG ----f 0, 
then he sees that the induced maps jz : Ext(Q, p”G) + Ext(Q, p+lG) arc all 
isomorphisms. It follows that lim Ext(Q, p”G) s Ext(Q, G) [for G s p”G], 
and Ext(Q, G) f  0. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let G be a reduced p-primary module of length CL. 
If  D is p-primary divisible, then p~+~ Ext(D, G) = 0. 
Proof. I f  p is finite, pU is in R and puG = 0 gives pu Ext(D, G) = 0; 
therefore, we may assume that p is infinite. 
Let E = Ext(D, G). It follows from [I], p. 116(8a), that E is reduced 
whenever D is torsion. Moreover, since multiplication by a prime q f  p is 
an automorphism of D (D is p-primary), we have E q-divisible for all primes 
q f  p. Since E is reduced, there is some ordinal 6 with psE = 0. We claim 
that tE has length <,u; this will suffice, for then puE is torsion-free, hence 
yfWE = 0. 
Now Ext(D, G) = Ext(x:, K, G) s n, Ext(K, G) E (I& G)*, so that its 
torsion submodule is contained in n G, by Corollary 2.4, and so tE has 
length +. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If  G is a direct sum of cyclic p-primary modules and D is 
p-primary divisible, then pw Ext(D, G) is torsion-free and reduced. 
We mention this special case because every primary module has a basic 
submodule B and so determines an element of some pw Ext(D, B). 
We end by giving an example of an extension 0 -+ G -+ A ---f T -+ 0 for 
which p5A n G = psG for all ,B < OL, and which is not in p Ext(T, G). 
Let A be a p-primary group with pwA = 0 that is not a direct sum of cyclic 
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groups, e.g., t(n u(p)), and let G be a basic subgroup of A. There is a pure 
exact sequence 0 --+ G -+ A --+ T -+ 0, where T is divisible. SincepwA = 0, 
we have pSA n G = psG for all ordinals ,9 (if /3 < w, this is the definition 
of purity; if j3 > w, both subgroups are 0). We saw that ps Ext( T, G) = 0 
for some ordinal 6 (in fact, for 6 = ~2). I f  our extension were in ps Ext, it 
would split, which is a contradiction. 
6. COMPLETIONS OF ALGEBRAS 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A, B, C be reduced modules, and let 6 : A --t A* and 
8 : B + B* be the inclusions. Then 6 @ 8 induces an isomorphism 
Hom(A* @B*, C*) s Hom(A @B, C*). 
Proof..” There are exact sequences 0 + A + A* -% D + 0 and 
0 -+ B 3 B* --f E --f 0, where D and E are torsion-free divisible (hence flat). 
It follows that A @ E and D @ B* are torsion-free (and divisible). There is 
thus a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
O--+A@B% A@B* -----+A@E-0 
1 1 
6i.g 1 
O----+A@B-+A*@B*-+ M -0 
1 1 1 
0 -DOB* &D@B*-+o 
1 1 
0 0 
Now M is torsion-free divisible since both A @ E and D @ B* are. Applying 
Hom( , C*) to the middle row gives exactness of 
0 = Hom(M, C*) + Hom(A* @B*, C*) 
--+ Hom(A @B, C*) -+ Ext(M, C*) = 0 
(the first term is 0 since M is divisible and C* is reduced; the last term is 0 
since M is torsion-free and C* is cotorsion). 
4 This proof is due to E. E. Enochs. 
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COROLLARY 6.2. If  A is a reduced module with inclusion 6 : A --t A*, then 
6 ‘a 6 @ 6 induces an isomorphism 
Hom(A* @ A* @A*, A*) g Hom(A @A @A, A*). 
Proof. Just as the proof of Theorem 6.1, but now begin with the exact 
sequencesO+A+A*+D-,OandO+A@A+A*@A*+M+O. 
DEFINITION. A reduced R-algebra is an R-algebra whose underlying 
additive R-module is reduced. 
THEOREM 6.3. (i) I f  A is a reduced R-algebra, there is a unique multiplica- 
tion making A* an R-algebra and 6 : A --f A* an algebra map; 
(ii) If B is a reduced R-algebra and f : A -+ B is an algebra map, then 
f * : A* -+ B* is an algebra map. 
Therefore, * is a functor on the category of reduced R-algebras. 
Proof. (i) Let p : A @ A --+ A be the given multiplication. Theorem 6.1 
(withA=B=C)givesauniquev:A*@A*+A*forwhich 
v(S @ 6) = s/L. 
This formula shows that 6 is multiplicative. Corollary 6.2 shows that v is 
associative, while a similar argument shows A* is an R-algebra. 
(ii) I f  8 : B + B*, then naturality of the connecting homomorphism 
gives af =f *S; let /3 be the multiplication on B, y  its extension to B* 
(so that y(a @ a) = ap). To show that f  *V = y  (f* @f *), it is enough to 
check that their composites with 6 @ 6 are the same. Now f  *v(S @ 6) = 
f * Sp = afp, and r(f* @f*)(S @ 6) = r(f*S @f*S) = @f@ af) = 
y(a @ a)( f Of) = @(f @ f ); these are the same since f is multiplicative. 
A similar argument shows that f * is an algebra map. 
We remark that a similar argument shows that if A is an R-reduced Lie 
algebra, then A* is also a Lie algebra. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let A be a reduced R-algebra. 
(i) I f  B is an R-reduced left A-module, then there is a unique A*-structure 
on B* extending the A-structure on B that makes B* into a left A*-module. 
(ii) I f  C is an R-reduced left A-module andf : B -+ C is an A-map, then 
f  * : B* + C* is an AS-map. 
(iii) B* is an R*-module. 
Therefore, * defines a functor from R-reduced A-modules to A*-modules. 
Proof. (i) I f  s : A @ B -+ B, Theorem 6.1 (with B = C) gives a unique 
(T : A* @ B* + B* with O(S @ a) = as. 
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(ii) Suppose t:A@C+C and T : A* @ C” + C” satisfy 
~(6 @ a’) = a’t, where a’ : C --f C* is the inclusion. Assumingfs = t(1 Of), 
we must show that f  *u = ~(1 Of*). As in Theorem 6.3, one checks that 
the composites with 8 @ 8 are the same. 
(iii) We know that B* is an R*-module, by Corollary 2.12. The other 
identity follows, as above, using R @ A @B = A @ R @ B. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let A be a reduced algebra; if A is commutative, then A* 
is commutative. 
Proof. Let 7: A*@)A* +A*@A*senda@b-tb@a.Ifvisthe 
multiplication on A*, then ~(6 @ 6) = ~$8 @ S), so that Y = ~7. 
DEFINITION. Let A and B be reduced algebras, f : A - B a l-1 algebra 
map. A is a dense subazgebra of B if, as a module, coker f is torsion-free 
divisible. 
Note that this condition is stronger than being dense in the reduced 
topology which only requires coker f be divisible. 
THEOREM 6.6. If A and B are reduced algebras and A is a dense subalgebra 
of B, then A* g B* as algebras. 
Proof. There is an R-exact sequence 0 + A L B --f D - 0, where D 
is torsion-free divisible and f is an algebra map. Applying * gives exactness 
of 0 = Hom(K, D) + A* 2 B* + 0. By Theorem 6.3, f * is an algebra 
isomorphism. 
EXAMPLES. (1) If  A is an R-algebra having nonzero annihilator, then 
A* = A. This is true, in particular, if A is a domain of characteristicp > 0. 
(2) If  A = R, then A* = R* = IJ, R, where R, is the p-adic 
completion of R localized at the prime ideal p. We remark that fiD g (R,)*, 
for both are isomorphic to Hom(a(pm), u(p”)). 
In each of the following examples, we exhibit an algebra as a dense 
subalgebra of a complete algebra, so that Theorem 6.6 identifies the latter 
as the completion of the subring. 
(3) If  A = S, = n x n matrices over a reduced R-algebra S, then 
A* = (S*),. 
(4) If  A = SG, where S is a reduced algebra and G is a finite group, 
then A* = S*G. 
(5) If  A = S[[x]], where S is a reduced algebra, then A* = S*[[x]]. 
(In examples (3) and (4), A * is a finite product of copies of S*; in example (5), 
A* is a countable product of copies of S*.) 
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Notation. If  X is a set, let R[X] denote the commutative R-algebra of 
polynomials in indeterminates X, and let R[[X]] denote the commutative 
R-algebra of formal power series in X. 
Let R(X) denote the R-algebra of polynomials in noncommuting indeter- 
minates X, i.e., the tensor algebra on the free module based on X, and let 
R{(X)) denote the R-algebra of formal power series in noncommuting 
indeterminates X. 
THEOREM 6.7. (i) If A = R[X], then A* is the subalgebra of R*[[Xj] 
consisting of all convergentpower series, i.e., the coejkients I” = (r,“) E R* = n R, 
have limn+ rsn = 0 in fig . 
(ii) If A = R(X), then A* is the subalgebra of R*{{X}} consisting of all 
convergent power series. 
Proof. In each case, the underlying additive module of A is free of 
infinite rank, and its additive completion is as described(Theorem2. lOand [9]). 
The obvious imbedding of A into convergent power series has cokernel 
torsion-free divisible (since A is torsion-free), so A is a dense subalgebra as 
needed in Theorem 6.6. 
COROLLARY 6.8. A reduced R-algebra A is complete if and only if it is an 
image of an R*-algebra of convergent power series. 
Proof. I f  A is an image of convergent power series, it is an image of a 
complete algebra, hence is complete. Conversely, map some R(X) onto A 
and apply * to see that A* = A is an image of convergent power series. 
DEFINITION. A reduced algebra A is kft little if every left ideal of A is 
closed in the reduced topology. 
Equivalently, A is left little if every finitely-generated left A-module is 
R-reduced. An example of a left little algebra is an algebra whose underlying 
additive module is finitely generated. There exist little algebras that are not 
Noetherian. For example, let G be the zero ring on the additive group of all 
rationals having square-free denominator, and let A be the ring obtained by 
adjoining 1 (so that, additively, A = 2 @ G). 
THEOREM 6.9. If A is a left Noetherian, left little algebra, then A* is 
faithfully flat as an A-module. 
Proof. I f  B is a finitely-generated A-module, we show that B* E A* ma B. 
There is an A-exact sequence Clz A + B ---f 0, and this induces exactness of 
En A* + A* aa B + 0. Since a finite direct sum of complete modules is 
complete, Cn A* is complete, hence A* aa B is complete. Define 
481/9/4-z 
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f:A*gAB-+B* by f(a*@b)=a*b. Define g:B-+A*BAB by 
g(b) = 1 @ b; then g* : B* --f A* @A B. Clearly f and g* are inverse. 
Suppose now that 0 -+ M -+ B -+ B/M+ 0 is an A-exact sequence of 
finitely-generated A-modules. Since B/M is finite generated as an A-module, 
it is R-reduced, and so Hom(K, B/M) = 0. Therefore, we have a commutative 
diagram 
o- M* d B* 
1 1 
A*@,M-+ A* OAR 
where the downward maps are the isomorphisms constructed above. It follows 
that the bottom map is manic, and so A* is flat over A. Finally, A* is 
faithfully flat, for if B is finitely generated and A* Ba B = 0, then B* = 0 
and B = 0. 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let A be a left Noetherian left little algebra. Then 
l.gl.dim. A* < I.gl.dim. A. 
Proof. Every finitely-generated A*-module has the form B* for some 
finitely-generated A-module B, since B* = A* OR B. It thus suffices to 
show that hd,, B* < hd, B, and this follows from applying the exact 
functor A* Ba to an A-projective resolution of B. 
COROLLARY 6.11. If  A is a commutative little Noetherian algebra, and I 
is an ideal of A, then IA* n A = I. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that A* is faithfully flat over A, as in [24]. 
The following result indicates that there is an advantage in passing to the 
completion of an algebra. 
THEOREM 6.12. Let A be an R-algebra, I a left ideal of A. If  A/I is 
R-torsion-free, then there is an A*-exact sequence 
O-+I*+A*+A*/I*+O 
that is R-split, 
Proof. There is an A-exact sequence 0 -+ I -+ A -+ A/I -+ 0, and this 
induces the A*-exact sequence 
0 = Hom(K, A/I) + I* + A* -+ (A/I)* + 0. 
This sequence is R-split because (A/I)* is torsion-free, by Proposition 2.10, 
and I* is cotorsion. 
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The following remarks show that our restriction to reduced algebras is not 
as alien to ring theory as it appears. Let R = 2, so that we consider rings. 
It is easy to check that d, the maximal divisible subgroup, is a radical property, 
where the semisimple rings are the reduced rings. The only point needing 
verification is that dA is a two-sided ideal in A, and this follows from the 
fact that dA @ A and ,4 (3 dA are divisible. This analysis can be pushed 
further: t, the torsion subgroup, is also a radical property, where semisimple 
now means torsion-free; this follows from the fact that tA @ A and A @ tA 
are torsion. In particular, tdA is an ideal. I f  T is torsion and divisible, then 
T @I T = 0; hence tdiz is a ring with zero multiplication. Moreover, dA/tdA 
is an algebra over the rationals Q. Thus every ring can be decomposed into 
three parts: a zero ring, a rational algebra, and a reduced ring, and each of 
these radicals is a Z-direct summand. 
There are several questions about completions I have been unable to 
answer (aside from whether they have any use!). 
(1) If  the center Z(A) of A is closed, is Z(A*) = (Z(A))*? 
(2) If  A is Jacobson semisimple, is A* Jacobson semisimple ? 
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